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Italian Literature before 1900 in English Translation provides the most complete record
possible of texts from the early periods that have been translated into English, and
published between 1929 and 2008. It lists works from all genres and subjects, and
includes translations wherever they have appeared across the globe. In this annotated
bibliography, Robin Healey covers over 5,200 distinct editions of pre-1900 Italian
writings. Most entries are accompanied by useful notes providing information on
authors, works, translators, and how the translations were received. Among the works
by over 1,500 authors represented in this volume are hundreds of editions by Italy's
most translated authors – Dante Alighieri, Machiavelli, and Boccaccio – and other
hundreds which represent the author's only English translation. A significant number of
entries describe works originally published in Latin. Together with Healey's TwentiethCentury Italian Literature in English Translation, this volume makes comprehensive
information on translations accessible for schools, libraries, and those interested in
comparative literature.
This is volume 2 of a two-volume set that collects 300 of the most entertaining and
important folk and fairy tales of Giuseppe Pitré, a nineteenth century Sicilian folklorist
whose significance ranks alongside the Brothers Grimm. In stark contrast to the more
literary ambitions of the Grimms' tales, Pitré’s possess a charming, earthy quality that
reflect the customs, beliefs, and superstitions of the common people more clearly than
any other European folklore collection of the 19th century. Edited, translated, and with a
critical introduction by world-renowned folk and fairy tale experts Jack Zipes and
Joseph Russo, this is the first collection of Pitré’s tales available in English. Carmelo
Letterer's illustrations throughout the volume are as lively and vivid as the stories
themselves, illuminating the remarkable imagination captured in the tales.
The relationship between the cultural Centre and cultural Margins has fascinated
scholars for generations. Who, or what, determines what shall constitute the 'Centre' of
a culture, its sacred and canonical forms and substance, and what the Margins? There
are significant examples of the Margins of one generation moving to become the Centre
of another. These are more than mere shifts of fashion and represent nothing less than
a seismic cultural shift. How, and in what circumstances, can such a ...
This major interdisciplinary collection captures the vitality and increasingly global
significance of the Faust figure in literature, theatre and music. Bringing together
scholars from around the world, International Faust Studies examines questions of
adaptation, reception and translation centering on Faust discourse in a diversity of
cultural contexts, including the Chinese, Japanese, Indian, African, Brazilian and
Canadian, as well as the European, British and American. It broadens the field by
including studies of lesser known or neglected Faust discourse, including the translation
of Goethe's Faust recently attributed to Coleridge, in addition to the canonical.
First Published in 1990. Information about individual operas and other types of musical theater
is scattered throughout the enormous literature of music. This book is an effort to bring that
data together by comprehensively indexing plots and descriptions of individual operatic
background, criticism and analysis, musical themes and bibliographical references. The
principal audience for this general reference guide will be for the non-specialist, but its hoped
that persons specialising in opera would also find it useful.
Douglas Clayton examines the tradition of commedia dell'arte as the Russian modernists
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inherited it, from its origins in Italian street theatre through its various transformations: in Italy
(Gozzi and Goldini's plays); in France (the development of Pierrot and the restructuring of the
plot); and in Germany (Tieck's and Hoffmann's metatheatre). He also analyses crucial texts by
Gozzi, Lothar, Benavente, and Schnitzler that came to play a central role in the Russian
theatre. Tracing the history of commedia dell'arte on the Russian stage, he demonstrates that
the introduction of the tradition was theory-driven and discusses several milestone productions
in the pre- and post-revolutionary period. Clayton examines the impact of commedia dell'arte,
russified as the new theatrical genre of balagan, on both popular and lesser-known Russian
playwrights, and, in conclusion, explores the significance of the commedia dell'arte as a
theoretical underpinning for Sergei Eisenstein's theories of theatre and film.
The Dramaturgy of the Spectator explores how Italian theatre consciously adjusted to the
emergence of a new kind of spectator who became central to society, politics, and culture in
the mid-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The author argues that while a focus on
spectatorship in isolation has value, if we are to understand the broader stakes of the
relationship between the power structures and the public sphere as it was then emerging, we
must trace step-by-step how spectatorship as a practice was rooted in the social and cultural
politics of Italy at the time. By delineating the evolution of the Italian theatre public, as well as
the dramatic innovations and communicative techniques developed in an attempt to
manipulate the relationship between spectator and performance, this book pioneers a shift in
our understanding of audience as both theoretical concept and historical phenomenon.
Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive 2-volume reference presents detailed and
authoritative treatment of the field of Italian literature, with attention both to the work and
influence of individual writers of all genres and to movements, styles, and critical approaches.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Translations of the forewords and afterwords by original fairy tale authors and commentaries
by their contemporaries, material that has not been widely published in English.
L'amore delle tre melaranceL' amore delle tre melaranceL'amore delle tre melarance. Da C.
Gozzi. Testi teatrali per attori in erbaSipario!FiabeL'amore delle tre melaranche ; I pitocchi
fortunati ; L'augellin belverde ; Memorie intiliL'amore delle tre melaranceL'amore delle tre
Melarance colle alusioni al Goldoni e al ChiariAmore delle tre melaranceprogramma e parole
musicate ; (L'amour de le tre naranze) ; fiaba in 4 atti e 14 quadriL' amore delle tre
melaranceL'amore delle tre melaranceL'augellino BelverdePierrot in PetrogradCommedia
dell'Arte/ Balagan in Twentieth-Century Russian Theatre and DramaMcGill-Queen's Press MQUP
The commedia dell'arte, the improvised Italian theatre that dominated the European stage from
1550 to 1750, is arguably the most famous theatre tradition to emerge from Europe in the early
modern period. Its celebrated masks have come to symbolize theatre itself and have become
part of the European cultural imagination. Over the past twenty years a revolution in commedia
dell'arte scholarship has taken place, generated mainly by a number of distinguished Italian
scholars. Their work, in which they have radically separated out the myth from the history of
the phenomenon remains, however, largely untranslated into English (or any other language).
The present volume gathers together these Italian and English-speaking scholars to synthesize
for the first time this research for both specialist and non-specialist readers. The book is
structured around key topics that span both the early modern period and the twentieth-century
reinvention of the commedia dell'arte.

Through a close reading of key texts, including poetic and spiritual writings, fairy
tales, and a botanical treatise, Golden Fruit examines the role of oranges in
Italian culture from their introduction during the medieval period through to the
present day. Featuring a beautiful full-colour spread, Cristina Mazzoni’s book
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brings together artistic depictions, literary analysis, historical context, and popular
culture to investigate the changing representations of the orange over time and
across the Italian peninsula. Oranges were introduced to Italy in the 1200s, many
centuries after beloved Mediterranean fruits such as grapes, figs, and
pomegranates—all well-known since Antiquity. Not burdened with age-old
meanings and symbolism, then, oranges in early modern times provided a
malleable image for artists, writers, and scientists alike. Thus, in the Middle Ages
and Renaissance, oranges appear in visual and verbal representations as an
effective aid in physical and spiritual health, as symbols of romantic and of divine
love, and as signs of geographic allegiance to one’s citrus-rich land. Baroque
poets, botanists, and painters regularly compared oranges to women for their
shared hybrid nature, whereas later folklore presented this dual character of
oranges from an economic standpoint, as both precious and dangerous. The
violence intrinsic to oranges in these Sicilian texts from the eighteen and
nineteen hundreds returns in the controversial representations of the orange
harvest in early twenty-first century Italy.
«Fare una descrizione precisa di ciò che non ha mai avuto luogo è il compito
dello storico». La sentenza di Oscar Wilde guida questa ricostruzione del rimosso
del cinema del Novecento, la storia dei grandi film non fatti, dal Don Chisciotte di
Welles al Viaggio di G. Mastorna di Fellini, dal Cristo di Dreyer al Napoleone di
Kubrick, dal Que viva Mexico! e Il prato di Bežin di Ejzenštejn al The Day the
Clown Cried di Lewis. E ancora, Godard, Pasolini, Munk, Vertov, Lanzmann: la
storia di grandi progetti incompiuti, di riprese che si sono protratte per decenni e
poi sono state dimenticate in qualche magazzino, immagini rimaste sulla carta
oppure riutilizzate, ma al di fuori della loro destinazione originaria. Attraverso
questo racconto, emerge il profilo di quello che il Novecento non ha saputo
vedere e raccontare, il retro della Storia, nonché il profilo di una storia delle
immagini del cinema che disloca la centralità della sala cinematografica per far
emergere i meccanismi di negoziazione e i doveri d’autore che preludono alla
visibilità o alla scomparsa di tali immagini perdute.
In 1921, Sergei Prokofiev's Love for Three Oranges—one of the earliest, most
famous examples of modernist opera—premiered in Chicago. Prokofiev's source
was a 1913 theatrical divertissement by Vsevolod Meyerhold, who, in turn, took
inspiration from Carlo Gozzi's 1761 commedia dell'arte–infused theatrical fairy
tale. Only by examining these whimsical, provocative works together can we
understand the full significance of their intertwined lineage. With contributions
from 17 distinguished scholars in theater, art history, Italian, Slavic studies, and
musicology, Three Loves for Three Oranges: Gozzi, Meyerhold, Prokofiev
illuminates the historical development of Modernism in the arts, the ways in which
commedia dell'arte's self-referential and improvisatory elements have inspired
theater and music innovations, and how polemical playfulness informs creation. A
resource for scholars and theater lovers alike, this collection of essays, paired
with new translations of Love for Three Oranges, charts the transformations and
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transpositions that this fantastical tale underwent to provoke theatrical revolutions
that still reverberate today.
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book
containing some 600 entries on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes
analytical essays on authors and works, from the most important figures of Italian
literature to little known authors and works that are influential to the field. The
Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics, themes, genres,
schools, historical surveys, and other topics related to the overall subject of
Italian literary studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest, such as those relating to journalism, film, media, children's
literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic
and a bibliographic portion listing works for further reading, and, in the case of
entries on individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by the
person. It will be useful to people without specialized knowledge of Italian
literature as well as to scholars.
This is the first substantial reference work in English on the various forms that constitute "life
writing." As this term suggests, the Encyclopedia explores not only autobiography and
biography proper, but also letters, diaries, memoirs, family histories, case histories, and other
ways in which individual lives have been recorded and structured. It includes entries on genres
and subgenres, national and regional traditions from around the world, and important autobiographical writers, as well as articles on related areas such as oral history, anthropology,
testimonies, and the representation of life stories in non-verbal art forms.
Drawing on hundreds of operas, singspiels, ballets, and plays with supernatural themes, Magic
Flutes and Enchanted Forests argues that the tension between fantasy and Enlightenment-era
rationality shaped some of the most important works of eighteenth-century musical theater and
profoundly influenced how audiences and critics responded to them. David J. Buch reveals that
despite—and perhaps even because of—their fundamental irrationality, fantastic and exotic
themes acquired extraordinary force and popularity during the period, pervading theatrical
works with music in the French, German, and Italian mainstream. Considering prominent
compositions by Gluck, Rameau, and Haydn, as well as many seminal contributions by lesserknown artists, Buch locates the origins of these magical elements in such historical sources as
ancient mythology, European fairy tales, the Arabian Nights, and the occult. He concludes with
a brilliant excavation of the supernatural roots of Mozart’s The Magic Flute and Don Giovanni,
building a new foundation for our understanding of the magical themes that proliferated in
Mozart’s wake.
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